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Henrik M. Nonhoff studied in Marburg and Bonn. after completing his legal traineeship in Düsseldorf
and San Francisco, USA, he took up work as a lawyer in the construction law division of an
international commercial law firm based in Düsseldorf.

In 2002, Henrik M. Nonhoff joined the Düsseldorf branch of Leinemann & Partner; since 2007 he has
been a partner of the firm.

Over many years, Henrik M. Nonhoff has built up and proven his broad expertise in providing advisory
services to private and public construction projects in the structural engineering sector (both above
and below ground level), as well as in the civil engineering and rail construction areas. His clients are
spread throughout Germany and consist mainly of medium-sized building companies, construction
joint ventures, architects and engineers - but also include public contracting parties, such as
communes and municipal special purpose associations. Within the scope of his consulting services,
Henrik M. Nonhoff often operates at the interface where construction law questions and building
operations meet - an area that particularly involves claim management as a result of disruptions to
the building process. Where necessary, he also enforces the interests of his clients at legal proceedings
before the ordinary courts of law and the arbitration courts.

Another area on which Henrik M. Nonhoff’s advisory activities are focused is the field of procurement
law where he regularly supports his clients from both sides - be they bidders or contracting parties -
right from the early tender and proposal processing phase. He also represents their respective
interests in the procurement review process before the awarding bodies and courts.

Henrik M. Nonhoff lectures on construction operations law at the University of Applied Sciences in
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Coblenz and also serves as a mediator and arbitrator in accordance with the German Conciliation and
Arbitration Procedure for Construction Disputes (SOBau). In addition, he is a member of the Bar
Association in Düsseldorf.
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